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purchase of a ruined 15th century castle in ludwigstein, hessen.
together, they founded the predecessor of today´s ludwigstein Youth

Because of its construction, the enno Narten building offers a healthy

castle organisation, which operates on principles of respect for nature,

indoor climate: in the winter, the warmth is stored in the straw-insulated

and serves as a youth education centre and Jugendbewegung archive.

walls, while in the summer the heat stays outside and the rooms are
comfortably cool. comfort and healthy warmth are also provided by the
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low temperature radiators. they respond quickly to indoor temperature

Along the outer perimeter of the castle there is a new building, still

changes from free heat gains, for example when the temperature rises

in keeping with the architecture of the castle, but entirely modern in
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its approach to ecology and sustainability. Dedicated to the memory

is especially important in low energy buildings, as hardly any warmth is
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released outside because of the low transmission heat loss.

building was designed and constructed to comply with the Youth
castle’s ecological principles. funded by the youth foundation “Stiftung
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Deutsche Jugendmarke” as well as the federal and state governments,

the energy supply for the straw bale building as well as for the entire

the building covers 330 sq m and was constructed in just 6 months.

castle buildings is based exclusively on renewable fuels. for water
and indoor heating, pellet heating in the cellar as well as a solar and
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photovoltaic installation on the building’s roof are used. At low heating

the long two-storey building faces south, and features floor-level three-

buildings is transmitted to the straw bale house. thanks to its special

pane windows to make best use of the sun’s warmth, while the north

construction and the excellent insulation qualities of the materials

side features only a few skylights and smaller windows. All construction

used, the building’s transmission heat loss (ht’) is low: at 0.35 W/

materials were chosen for their degradability: sandstone, wood, clay, and

m²k it is way below the maximum value prescribed by eneV 2009 for

the straw that gives the building its ‘Straw Bale house’ status. timber

low energy buildings, which is 0.49 W/m²k. equally low is the heating

boards for walls are filled with straw bales for insulation, then plastered

demand: only 29 W/m² are required.

load levels, heat from the thermal power station in the castle’s main

with clay. the tiled roof is also insulated with straw, and supported by
crossed wooden beams.
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Planner Meike Pilsl and construction engineer Gunthard h. A. Stübiger

enthusedhimhashelpedinstigatethecreationofanotherinspirational

managed the project, offering their services without charge. it was

building.
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how did a castle from 1425 inspire 15,000 volunteers to build germany’s largest
timber framed building with straw bale insulation? For the answer, we must go
back almost 100 years, when a young german man called enno narten had an
idea in hessen. today, that idea has grown to become a centre for germany’s
youth movement, and purmo radiators are an integral part of a building that has
been honoured by unesco as a model project for the un decade of education for
sustainable development.
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